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I don't like the words tipping or tips when referring to horse races. I prefer to use words like
selection/selections. This terminology suggests that at the least the writer has conducted some form
of analysis prior to arriving at the final selection/selections. Whereas a tip is what you leave on the
table at a restaurant as you're leaving.
I don't care much for tipsters either. Most have a terrible reputation because their strike
rate and their Return on Investment (ROI) is woeful. Tipsters can offer up to four or five horses per
race - and still lose. If they manage to get the winner in the say, top four, they never stop bragging
about it.
All horse race tipsters that I’m of, also have other jobs - what does that tell you? It tells me
these people can’t make a living from their own tips. Therefore you can quickly conclude, neither
will you. Most horse race tipsters target a gullible public to con them out of their hard-earned
dollars. Avoid them as you would avoid a rabid dog. And, if you’re wondering, I don’t work for
anyone.
I’m an investor - for me. I like that. It suits my lifestyle. Plus, I wrote a book. I don’t charge
for my selections. Why would I? Before I’ve distributed my selections email to those on my list, I’ve
already put my bets on at fixed prices. Hence, I couldn’t care less who else jumps on board and backs
what I’m backing. I’m just happy to help.
I don’t care at all for the con artists who sell computing software and racing systems under
the pretext that they can pick winners and increase wealth. Trust me, no such beast has been
invented. The crooks who peddle this shady merchandise should be jailed out of existence. Treat
them as per the rabid dog before – avoid them.
For more information about these parasites that plague our society, visit SCAM WATCH and
educate yourself about SPORTS INVESTMENT SCAMS.
In short, to make money from horseracing you must not be greedy. You will not win a million
dollars overnight. It simply doesn’t happen. To make money my way, you start with a small building
bank and build it. Along the way, you take profits. You follow my advice and you’ll do ok.
If you’re on my distribution list for 2016, let the journey begin. If you’re not, check out
www.racestrat.com.au. It tells you how to join.

